Concert

10:30am Wednesday, December 19, 2012 – Ballroom W190

Edmond North High School Symphony Orchestra

Edmond, OK

Peter Markes, conductor

Title   Composer/Arranger Publisher/Distributor Year Grade
Southland in Springtime Alan Lee Silva Carl Fischer 2012 2
I. Largo
II. Allegro molto

John Schimek, conductor

A Beethoven Lullaby Brian Balmages FJH 2012 1
Lady Gaga Fugue Giovanni Dettori/Larry Moore Hal Leonard 2011 4
Normandie Callen Clarke Kyle Dillingham 2008 5
Harrowland Doug Spata Highland/Etling/Alfred 2012 2
Sightings Jeremy Woolstenhulme Kjos 2012 3
Syncope Shirl Jae Atwell Kendor 2007 3
Amazing Grace Traditional/Virginia Harmony/ Mike Lewis Edwin F. Kalmus/Ludwig Masters/Klavier 2012 3

John Clinton, conductor

Ochi Chernye (Dark Eyes) Florian Hermann/Kyle Dillingham Manuscript 2012 4

Kyle Dillingham, violin

A Christmas Suite for Strings
III. Good King Wenceslas
   from Piae Cantiones

Clifton Jones TRN 1998 3